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Over a period of 16 months from April 1988 to August 1989, we have monitored the flux of 
cosmic-ray showers with energies above 2 X 1014 eV. We used a two-level array of scintillators cov-
ering an area of 3 X 104 m2• Counters on the surface measure the size and direction of each shower 
while counters buried 3 m beneath the surface sample the muons. By selecting showers with rela-
tively few muons (Jess than one-tenth the average) the background of hadron-induced showers 
should be reduced by a factor of 150 or more while showers started by r rays should not be affected 
by this cut. We find no evidence for an excess from the direction of Cygnus X-3 either in ordinary 
showers or in muon-poor showers. For energies above 2 X 1014 eV, with 90% confidence, we find 
the excess flux of cosmic rays from the direction of Cygnus X-3 to be less than 1.3X 1O- 1J cm- 2s- 1 
and the flux of photons (assuming they produce muon-poor showers) to be less than 1. 5 X 10- 14 
cm - 2S' I. This limit is substantially below the level of signals reported by earlier work. The period 
of observation included the intense radio bursts of June and July 1989. A portion of the data cover-
ing the 77-day period surrounding these events also showed no evidence for an excess. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The x-ray binary system Cygnus X-3 has been the ob-
ject of intense study and the subject of much controversy 
for more than a decade. I It was discovered as an x-ray 
source in 1967 and thereafter the emission was found to 
be modulated with a very stable period of 4.79 h. But at 
energies beyond the hard x-ray region (- 80 keY) the 
measurements become controversial. A group2 using 
data from the SAS-2 y-ray telescope reported the detec-
tion of a modulated signal in the 1 MeV to 1 GeV region, 
but later observations3,I using data from the COS-B satel-
lite did not confirm this result. However, another group4 
using COS-B data do see evidence for a y-ray source. In 
the very-high-energy region (E;(: 1012 eV), experimenters 
have used mirrors pointed at Cygnus X-3 to collect 
Cherenkov light from showers produced by cosmic rays 
in the upper atmosphere. Several groups5~9 have report-
ed signals in this energy region but all have relied on the 
4.79-h modulation to extract their signals from the back-
ground of cosmic rays, and in no case is the statistical 
significance of the result beyond question. 
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In the energy range accessible to ground arrays at sea 
level ( > lOIS eV) the first reported observation of Cygnus 
X-3 was by Samorski and Stamm. lO This was followed by 
other observations I I, 12 in which the source was seen with 
substantially lower intensity and only after phase analysis 
was used to extract the signal from the cosmic-ray back-
ground. Working at higher elevation, and therefore 
lower energy, the array at Ooty l3 found a signal in ordi-
nary showers which was enhanced by the use of phase 
analysis, while the Cygnus Array 14 found no evidence for 
a signal in either ordinary showers or muon-poor 
showers. But at a much higher energy a group using the 
Fly's Eye detector,15 and another group using the large 
ground array at Akeno,16 reported signals which were ob-
served without the use of phase analysis. On the other 
hand, a group using the array at Haverah Park 17 and the 
Akeno groupl8 working at somewhat lower energy found 
no evidence for such a signal. These results are summa-
rized in Table I. 
The radiation from Cygnus X-3 is often compared to a 
power spectrum 1.11 in which the integral flux varies in-
versely as the first power of the energy. If this were the 
case, the numbers in the last column of Table I would be 
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T ABLE I. Summary of the published results on the flux of ultra-high-energy neutral radiation from Cygnus X-3. The fluxes are 
time-averaged integrals above the stated energy. 
Period of Energy Flux Energy X Flux 
Reference exposure (1015 eV) ( 10 ~ 15 cm - 2S - 1 ) (eV cm~2s-1) 
10 3!76~1/80 2 74±32 148±64 
II a 1!78~ I /83 3 15±3 45±9 
12b 1/81~9/84 11±4 11±4 
13 6/84--+ II /86 0.25 716±315 179±78 
14C 4/86~5/87 0.05 <76 < 3.8 
IS 11/81--+ 5 /88 500 0.02±0.006 1O±3 
16 12/84--+ 7 /89 500 0.018±0.007 9±3.5 
17d 1/74--+ 7 /88 500 <0.008 <4 
18 10/81 ~ 10/86 ISO <0.031 <4.6 
"Signal seen only after phase analysis. 
bSignal seen only after phase analysis on muon-poor shower. 
eQuoted limit is for showers with no observed muons in a 44_m2 muon detector. 
dQuoted limit is for r rays. Limit for neutrons is factor 2 lower. 
constant. However, one problem with observing Cygnus 
X-3 is that the source may be variable. Certainly it is 
known to have sporadic outbursts in the radio, infrared, 
and soft x-ray regions of the spectrum. During these 
flares the radio intensity may change by as much as two 
orders of magnitude. On the other hand, a search for y 
rays above 1014 eV around the time of the radio outbursts 
of June and July 1989 did not reveal the source,19 even 
though such y rays were reported at the time of previous 
radio outbursts. 2o In all the experiments at energies 
above and hard x-ray region, experimentors have had to 
extract a signal which is only a few standard deviations 
above the background of cosmic rays. The large varia-
tions shown by the data in Table I may be due to changes 
in the intensity of the source. On the other hand, the ap-
parent signal may be nothing more than statistical fluc-
tuations in the cosmic-ray background. 
In this experiment we measure separately the electron 
and muon components of showers. Muons are produced 
copiously in hadronic air showers but are relatively rare 
in y-ray-induced air showers. By cutting on the number 
of muons we reduce the background of cosmic rays by a 
factor of 150 or more. The technique is not new. It has 
been used by the groups working at Akeno 12 and Los 
Alamos. 14 In our case, however, the area of muon 
counters is much greater (more than five times greater). 
A large area of muon counters is important because ulti-
mately the ability of this technique to select showers in-
duced by photons from a large background of showers in-
duced by hadrons is limited by downward fluctuations in 
the number of muons detected. 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ARRAY 
The array is located at Dugway, Utah (400 N, lI3°W, 
870 g/cm2 ). It consists of 33 counter stations on the sur-
face distributed within a circle of 100-m radius, and 8 
patches of counters buried 3 m below the surface. There 
are four inner patches, each - 50 m from the center of 
the array and four outer patches - 110 m from the 
center. The counters on the surface measure the size and 
direction of each shower while the buried counters sam-
ple the muons. A counter station on the surface has an 
area of 1.5 m 2 and consists of four slabs of scintillator 
each viewed by two photomultiplier tubes (PMT's). A 
patch of buried counters contains 64 sheets of scintillator, 
each 2.5 m2 in area and viewed by a single 5-in. PMT at 
its center. Measurements taken with overlapping scintil-
lators showed that the buried counters detected muons 
with an efficiency of 93%.21 The total area of buried 
counters is 1280 m2• 
Counter stations on the surface sample the density of 
particles in the shower and measure the arrival times of 
various pieces of rhe shower to an accuracy of ± Ins. 
The direction of the shower is first computed approxi-
mately from these times by fitting the shower front to a 
plane. Next, the size of the shower and the location of its 
core are determined by fitting the sampled particle densi-
ties to the lateral distribution function for electrons given 
by Greisen. 22 Finally, the direction of the shower is re-
calculated by fitting the shower front to a cone whose 
apex is at the core. 
The directional resolution 88 is defined such that 72% 
of events from a point source will reconstruct within 88 
of the source direction. This definition maximizes S IV B 
for a signal S in the presence of a uniform background B. 
It is measured in two ways. In one technique the array is 
divided into two parts by assigning alternate surface 
counters to each part and computing the direction of the 
shower separately for each half. The difference divided 
by 2 is an estimate of 8e for the whole array. The accura-
cy of this method may be vulnerable to correlated errors; 
consequently we also employ an independent technique 
which uses four tracking air-Cherenkov telescopes which 
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surround the array. Some showers are detected by both 
instruments and the angle between the two directions is a 
measure of the combined error of the two devices. 
Both methods yield similar results. For cores within 
100 m of the center of the array and N e > 104, B8=3°. 
Furthermore, the Cherenkov telescope comparisons indi-
cate that systematic pointing error is negligible. 
III. MUON CONTENT OF SHOWERS 
The muons associated with each shower are sampled 
by the buried counters. We use the core position and 
shower direction determined by the surface array and fit 
the data from the buried counters to the lateral distribu-
tion function for muons given by GreisenY The outer 
four patches of muon counters were brought on line dur-
ing the first half of the run. By January 1989 all eight 
patches were operating. The muon counters do not 
record pulse height so the method used to estimate the 
number of muons in the shower allows for the possibility 
of several hits in each counter. The time window for ac-
cepting pulses from the muon counters is ±55 ns for the 
inner four patches and ± 100 ns for the outer four, rela-
tive to the arrival time of the shower front at the buried 
counters as determined by the surface array. Our mea-
surements show that the average number of muons asso-
ciated with a shower depends on its size N, and zenith an-
gle 8, in the following way: 
(IOgloN!1) =a +b sec8+c 10glON (1) 
for values of N between 3 X 104 and 106• The coefficients 
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FIG.!. The dispersion in the number muons associated with 
a shower. The average quantity < logJON1,) for a shower of size 
N is determined using the empirical relation given in Eq. (1). 
The figure contains 1. 2 X 107 showers of which 2 X \04 have no 
recorded muons and are put into the underflow bin. 
each data set. Average values for a, b, and care -0.98, 
0.62, and 0.82, respectively. The dependence on zenith 
angle arises because the electron and muon components 
of the shower develop differently as the shower 
progresses. Shower simulations22 show that for showers 
of a given energy, the number of electrons decreases rap-
idly with increasing zenith angle while the number of 
muons decreases relatively slowly. 
Relation (I) is used to determine the expected number 
of muons for each shower. If the measured number of 
muons is less than 10% of the expected number, the 
shower is said to be "muon poor," Our simulations of 
the muon and electron content of air showers indicate 
that cutting showers with less than one-tenth the expect-
ed number of muons should retain:::: 98% of showers in-
duced by y rays. Such a cut applied to the data reduces 
the number of showers by a large factor which increases 
with shower size. For showers with 3 X 104 < N < 105 it is 
- 150 while for N > 105 it is -700. The distribution of 
Nil relative to (N!1) is shown in Fig. 1. (We define 
( N!1 ) == 10 (log 10""1' ) " ) 
IV. RESPONSE TO PHOTONS 
FROM A CELESTIAL SOURCE 
To measure the flux from a source, or to set a limit, we 
need to know the function A (E, t), which is the accep-
tance of the "array for photons from the source. It is a 
function of E, the energy of the photon and t, the time of 
day. As the source rises and sets the solid angle subtend-
ed by the array changes. In addition, the efficiency of the 
array depends on the energy of the shower because small 
showers (i.e., low-energy showers) are less likely to trigger 
the array than large showers. We impose a small size 
cutoff at 3 X 104 particles and a large size cutoff at 106 
particles. The thickness of atmosphere between the array 
and the source changes as the source rises and sets; thus 
showers of a given energy arrive at different stages of de-
velopment requiring that the relation between shower 
size and energy be changed with the zenith angle of the 
source. Also, fluctuations in shower development smear 
this relation so that even at a fixed zenith angle there is 
not a direct correspondence between size and energy but 
a spectrum of energies whose shape depends on the fluc-
tuations in shower development. Taking account of all 
these effects, we obtain the response curve shown in Fig. 
2. It represents the acceptance of the array, with the im-
posed cuts on shower size, for a flat (dI IdE=const) en-
ergy spectrum of photons coming from the direction of 
Cygnus X-3. 
The derivation of the function shown in Fig. 2 involved 
the following. First we measured how the trigger 
efficiency of the array depends on the size of the shower 
by comparing the measured size spectrum of showers 
which trigger the array with a spectrum of the form 
dI rxN- a . 
d(]ogN) 
This comparison is shown in Fig. 3, with a = 1. 5. For 
showers with 7 X 104 < N < 106 this spectrum fits the data 
well. Below 7 X 104 the data fall short of this spectrum 













Photon Energy (eV) 
FIG. 2. The calculated daily exposure of the array to a flat 
energy spectrum of photons from the direction of Cygnus X-3. 
Included are cuts on shower size, 3 X 104 < N < 106 and core lo-
cation, < 100 m from the center of the array. 
and we take the difference to be a measure of the 
inefficiency of our trigger for small showers. At 
N = 3 X 104 the efficiency is 0.5 and we impose our small 
size cut at this value. For N> 106 we impose our large 
size cut because the measurement of shower size becomes 
more uncertain due to saturation of the counters. In ad-
dition to its dependence on the size of the shower, the ac-
ceptance of the array also depends on the direction of the 
I 
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FIG. 3. The measured size spectrum of showers which 

















FIG. 4. The calculated acceptance of the array, after cuts on 
shower size, for showers induced by y rays from a celestial 
source. The acceptance depends on the energy of the y ray and 
the zenith angle of the source. The curves are for showers 
whose cores lie within 100 m of the center of the array and have 
sizes between 3 X 104 and 106 particles. 
shower because the solid angle subtended by the array 
varies as the cosine of the zenith angle of the source. 
The next step is to change the acceptance of the array 
from a function of shower size and zenith angle to a func-
tion of energy of the primary photon and its zenith angle. 
To this end, we used a relation derived from the simula-
tions of Fenyves et a/. 24 to convert the number of elec-
trons in a shower, and the depth (in radiation lengths) of 
atmosphere, to the energy of the primary photon. Thus 
we obtained the central value of energy for a given size of 
shower and zenith angle. However, the development of a 
shower is subject to fluctuations in the number of elec-
trons. We estimated these with out own calculations of 
shower development. The result is shown in the curves of 
Fig. 4, which give the acceptance of the array as a func-
tion of the energy of the primary photon for different zen-
ith angles of the source. 
For the final step we use these curves along with the 
path of the source across the sky to generate the function 
shown in Fig. 2. This function is the integral over time of 
the acceptance A (E ,t ) for photons from the source as it 
moves across the sky. It is the response function of the 
array and we use it in combination with a hypothesized 
shape for the energy spectrum to measure (or obtain a 
limit on) the flux of photons from Cygnus X-3. 
V. RESPONSE OF THE ARRAY 
TO PHOTONS FROM CYGNUS X-3 
We represent the differential energy spectrum of pho-
tons from the source by a power law. Following Gould 
and Schreder25 we modify this to account for absorption 
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of these photons by photons of the 3-K blackbody radia-
tion in traveling the ll-kpc distance between Cygnus X-3 
and Earth. Thus the number of photons, with energies 
between E and E + dE, detected by the array, is given by 
dN y=KE- f3f(E)J T A(E,t)dtdE . (2) 
o 
Here f( E) is the fraction of photons of energy E not ab-
sorbed by the blackbody radiation and K and {3 are con-
stants. The function f(E) has the value of 1.0 for ener-
gies below 1.6X 1014 eV. It drops to a minimum of 0.25 
at E=2X 1015 eV and rises to -0.5 at E= 1016 eV. 
The function dN y IdE is plotted in Fig. 5 for the value 
{3= 2. It is useful to define a quantity A eff' the effective 
area of the array for the source Cygnus X-3. Roughly 
speaking it is the actual area of the array reduced by two 
factors: the fraction of time the source is in a position to 
shine on the array and the efficiency of the array. Pre-
cisely, it is defined as 
T AeffJ 00 KE - f3f(E )dE 
E' 
== J 00 KE- f3f(E) J T A(E,t)dt dE 
o 0 
(3) 
Here T is the duration of the exposure and E' is the ener-
gy at which the array becomes sensitive to showers. 
Since the response function of the array (Fig. 2) turns on 
rather slowly, the choice of E' is somewhat arbitrary and 
the result of our measurement of flux does not depend on 
the choice. What we measure, or set a limit on, is the 
scale of an assumed differential energy spectrum which is 
then expressed as a point on the corresponding integral 
spectrum. Though the placement of this point is some-
o 1 2 545 8 
Photon Energy (10 14 eV) 
FIG. 5. The calculated differential energy spectrum of 
showers that would be detected by the array if the incident spec-
trum were of the form dI / dE ex f( E)E - 2 and the response of 
the array were as shown in Fig. 2. The function f( E) represents 
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FIG. 6. The distributions in the celestial reference frame of 
showers which pass our cuts and come from a strip of declina-
tion ±3' centered on the declination of Cygnus X-3. The middle 
bin in each case contains showers in a 3' radius circle centered 
on the RA of Cygnus X-3. The horizontal line is the average of 
the 10 circles adjacent to the central bin. (a) contains all 
showers; (b) contains those whose muon content is less than 
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FIG. 7. In the local horizontal reference frame, this is the 
rate of showers along an annular strip ±3' centered on 40.9', the 
declination of Cygnus X-3. The backgrounds for data sets of 
relatively short duration are calculated by integrating the con-
tributions from each of the elements of hour angle weighted by 
the detector's on-time when Cygnus X-3 is at that hour angle. 
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T ABLE II. Showers coming from the direction of Cygnus X-3 are tabulated according to their muon 
content. The data were recorded between April 1988 and August 1989. The fluxes are in units of 
cm--Zs- I . 
Observed Expected Excess Flux (90% CLl 
N,,/(NI' > showers background (90% c.L.) E>2oo TeV 
> 1 17577 17687 
< 1 17611 17793 
<0.3 1582 1609 
<0.1 238 244 
what arbitrary, it would be misleading to choose an ener-
gy far from the energy at which the array collects a 
reasonable fraction of its events. Referring to Fig. 5, we 
believe a good choice is E' = 2 X 1014 eV. With this 
choice of E', it turns out that the effective area of the ar-
ray is quite insensitive to the value of the spectral index 
[3. For example, with [3=2 and including showers whose 
cores lie within 100 m of the center, the effective area of 
the array exposed to Cygnus X-3 is 7030 m2. The corre-
sponding value for [3= 2. 7 (the spectral index of cosmic-
ray protons) is 8080 m2• 
VI. RESULTS 
The data used in this report were taken from 358 live 
days collected between April 1, 1988 and August 15, 
1989. They consist of 1. 5 X 107 showers with sizes in the 
range 3 X 104 < N < 106 and core locations within 100 m 
of the center of the array. 
A. Limits on the time-averaged radiation from Cygnus X-3 
To search for a signal from Cygnus X-3 we use a circu-
lar window, 3° radius, on the celestial sphere. When cen-
tered on the source, this should contain 72% of the 
showers from that direction. The distribution of showers 
in nonoverlapping circles along a strip of declination cen-
tered on 40.9°, the declination of Cygnus X-3, is shown in 
Fig. 6(a). We chose the binning so that the source would 
be at the center of the middle bin. By averaging the data 
in the 10 circles adjacent to the source circle we estimat-
ed the background to be 35 480 shower from the direction 
of Cygnus X-3 in 358 transits overhead. During that 
time we detected 35188 showers from the source. With 
90% confidence26 the excess over background is less than 
197. We can therefore set the following 90%-C.L. upper 
limit for showers which are not muon poor: 
< 173 <I.IXIO- 1J 
< 154 <I.OXIO- 1J 
< 58 < 3.7 X 10- 14 
<23 <1.5XIO- 14 
I(E>2oo TeV)< 197 
358 dX7030 m2 XO.72 
"" 1. 3 X 10 - 13 cm - 2s - 1 . 
There is another way27 to get this result which does not 
use the computation of effective area ( A eff) described in 
Sec. V. It uses the known flux of primary cosmic rays 
above 2X 1014 eV, which is 3.5X 10- 9 cm- 2s- lsr- l • Our 
measured limit of 197 showers over a background of 
35480 corresponds to the following 90%-C.L. upper lim-
it for showers which are not muon poor: 
I(E > 200 TeV) 
197 X 3. 5 X 10-9 cm -2s-l sr -1 XO.OO86 sr 
< 35 480XO. 72 
in a 3° cone collecting 72% of the radiation. Given the 
uncertainty in the primary flux the agreement between 
the two methods is satisfactory. 
So far we have not used the number of muons in the 
showers. By cutting on the muon content the back-
ground of hadron-induced showers can be reduced by a 
large factor. For example, including only those showers 
with less than 10% of the average number of muons for 
their size produces the distribution shown in Fig. 6(b). 
With 90% confidence the excess over background is less 
than 23, which corresponds to an upper limit for showers 
which are muon poor: 
I(E > 200 TeV) < 23 
358 dX7030 m2 XO.72 
:::::1.5XIO- 14 cm2s- 1 • 
The effects of various cuts on the muon content of 
showers are summarized in Table II. Our exposure in-
TABLE III. A subset of the data shown in Table I taken between May 18 and August 3,9189. Two 
intense radio bursts from Cygnus X-3 occurred during this period. 
Observed Expected Excess Flux (90% c.L.) 
Nji/(NI' > showers background (90% C.L.) E>2oo TeV 
> 1 3679 3679 < 101 < 3.6X 10- 13 
<1 3623 3689 < 75 <2.8XIO- 13 
<0.3 288 310 < 19.6 <7.1 X 10- 14 
<0.1 43 38.4 < 15.3 <5.5XIO- 14 
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cluded the period of two intense radio bursts from 
Cygnus X-3 which occurred in June and July, 1989. The 
data taken, during a period of 77 days surrounding these 
bursts, contain 63.4 transits of the source. They are sum-
marized in Table III. 
None of these data show any evidence for radiation 
from Cygnus X-3. When multiplied by E' = 2 X 10 14 eV 
to allow a comparison between experiments at different 
energies our measured limits are generally below the level 
of signals reported by other observers. (See Table I.) 
B. Search for short-term bursts 
We have searched the data for bursts on time scales of 
1.0, 0.1, and 0.02 days. The search used nonoverlapping 
time bins. To estimate the background for these data sets 
of relatively short duration we use the following method. 
In the horizontal coordinate frame we take a strip of de-
clination ±3° centered on the declination of Cygnus X-3 
and populate each element of hour angle along this strip 
in proportion to the number of cosmic rays which pass 
our cuts and come from that part of the sky. The result 
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the contributions from each element of hour angle 
weighted by the detector's on-time when Cygnus X-3 is at 
that hour angle. Standard deviations, calculated from the 
formula of Li and Ma,28 are obtained for each time bin 
using the observed events and expected background. The 
distributions of standard deviations showed no particu-
larly unusual bursts on any time scale, neither for the to-
tal sample nor for the muon-poor sample. 
C. Search for a signal modulated at the 4.79-h period 
We find no evidence for such a signal. Our results are 
shown in Fig. 8. For both ordinary showers and muon-
poor showers (N pl< N p > < 0.1) the light curves are in 
good agreement with the background which was calculat-
ed as follows. For each phase bin, using the distribution 
of Fig. 7, we integrated the contributions from each ele-
ment of hour angle weighted by the detector's on-time 
when Cygnus X-3 is at that hour angle and in that phase 
bin. We have divided our data into subsets of about 3-
months duration and varied the trial period from 4.7 to 
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(d) 
FIG. 8. Light curves for showers coming from the direction of Cygnus X-3. The points with error flags are the data. The solid 
lines are the calculated backgrounds (see text). (a) All the data; (b) muon-poor showers; (c) all showers in a 77-day period containing 
the radio flares of June add July 1989; (d) a subset of (c) containing only muon-poor showers. We used the orbital ephemeris of van 
der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud (Ref. 29): P=4.792405 h, P=O.9XlO- 9 , to=JD2440949.8962. The arrival times were corrected to 
the bary center. 
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